YEAR 1 LEARNING LOG – SUMMER 2 2018
Every week please work with your child to complete one of the activities below for homework. Can you please put a date on the grid when it has
been completed and sign the separate feedback sheet adding any comments about how your child approached/found the homework. If you need
paper or other resources to complete any of the tasks, please ask the class teacher and we will be happy to provide them.
The tasks in the darker boxes, may be more challenging and take longer to complete.
Homework should be given in every Wednesday and folders will be given back out on a Friday.

TOPIC: SUPERHEROES!
Read a newspaper with a parent or watch the news
and see if you can spot any stories of people doing
heroic things.
Write down why you think they are a hero, what did
they do?
Use information books and the web to find out
about Guinness World Record holders and their
superhuman achievements.

Create your own Superhero or Superhero setting
using 2D shapes.
E.G. Rectangle for the body, Circle for the face
etc.
Or Rectangle for the building, Squares for the
windows etc.

Plan or make a lunchbox fit for a superhero. Create
your own food to put inside, this can be drawn or
made from junk materials.
What will they need to get energy to save the
world?
E.g. An energy bar? Lots of Spinach?

Captain Conjecture says that all of the
Take pictures of yourself being a ‘Superkid’ at
Superheroes only have one superpower each.
home.
Is this true or false?
Maybe you tidied your room or helped wash the
How do you know? Explain your answer.
dishes? Bring your pictures to school to explain to
E.g. Captain America has two Superpowers
your classmates what you did and how it helped
because...
your family.
WRITING CHALLENGE!
MATHS CHALLENGE!
CREATIVE CHALLENGE!
If you could have a super power, what would it be?
Make a graph showing the number of ‘Heroes’ and
Make a model of a superhero.
Would you be able to fly? Become invisible? See
‘Villains’.
You could use modelling dough, cardboard boxes and
through buildings? Write about some of the
What does the graph show you?
tubes, scraps of material or papier-mâché.
adventures you might have.
How many Heroes are there? How many Villains are
there?
What do you notice? Which side is greater/has
more/ less?
Convince me!
Every week you should also read your reading book and practise your spellings. You can practise counting in different steps too!

HOMEWORK FEEDBACK SHEET
Year 1 Summer 2 2018- Superheroes!

Date

Comment from parent/ carer

Comment from class teacher

